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254.01: Scope and Purpose 

 
As an alternative to voluntary self-exclusion as described in 205 CMR 233.00, Sports Wagering 
Operators shall allow individuals to designate themselves as temporarily prohibited from Sports 
Wagering.  205 CMR 254.00 shall govern the procedures and protocols relative to individuals’ 
designation of themselves as temporarily prohibited from Sports Wagering.  Designation is 
intended to offer individuals one means to help address potential problem gambling behavior, 
where individuals have not yet determined whether they may benefit from voluntary self-exclusion 
as described in 205 CMR 233.00. 

 
254.02:  Temporary Prohibition  

 
(1) Individuals who designate themselves to a Sports Wagering Operator as temporarily 
prohibited from Sports Wagering shall be prohibited from accessing the individual’s Sports 
Wagering Account maintained on the Sports Wagering Operator’s Sports Wagering Platform for 
the temporary prohibition period specified in 205 CMR 254.03(1).  Provided, however, that 
employees of a Sports Wagering Operator who designate themselves to the Sports Wagering 
Operator as temporarily prohibited from Sports Wagering may engage in Sports Wagering solely 
for the purposes of performing the employees’ job functions. 
 
(2) Individuals who designate themselves as temporarily prohibited from Sports Wagering 
shall not collect any winnings or recover any losses resulting from Sports Wagering in violation 
of the temporary prohibition.   
 
(3) Upon an individual’s initial enrollment onto a Sports Wagering Platform, a Sports 
Wagering Operator shall conspicuously display a message offering an individual the opportunity 
to designate themselves as temporarily prohibited from Sports Wagering.  A Sports Wagering 
Operator shall require an individual to acknowledge the following prior to being designated as 
temporarily prohibited from Sports Wagering:  
 

(a) That the individual will not access the individual’s Sports Wagering Account 
maintained on the Sports Wagering Operator’s Sports Wagering Platform in accordance 
with 205 CMR 254.02(1);  

 
(b) That the individual shall not collect any winnings or recover any losses resulting 
from Sports Wagering in violation of the temporary prohibition in accordance with 205 
CMR 254.02(2);  
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(c)  That once the individual is designated as temporarily prohibited from Sports 
Wagering, an individual’s attempted Sports Wager may be rejected or, if placed, may be 
voided or cancelled by the Sports Wagering Operator.   

 
(4)  If an individual elects to designate themselves as temporarily prohibited from Sports 
Wagering, the temporary prohibition shall become immediately effective.   
 
(5) Sports Wagering Operators shall maintain at all times a link prominently placed on the 
Sports Wagering Operator’s Sports Wagering Platform on which individuals may designate 
themselves as temporarily prohibited from Sports Wagering.     
 
(6) If the Sports Wagering Operator utilizes an internal management system to track 
individuals temporarily prohibited from Sports Wagering, the Sports Wagering Operator shall 
update that system at least every 24 hours with the names of individuals designated as temporarily 
prohibited from Sports Wagering, or individuals who are no longer designated as temporarily 
prohibited from Sports Wagering.  Such system shall notify the Sports Wagering Operator’s 
marketing and communications departments so as to prevent the further marketing and 
communication of Sports Wagering material to individuals designated as temporarily prohibited 
from Sports Wagering.   

 
254.03:  Duration of Temporary Prohibition and Conclusion of Temporary Prohibition   
 

(1) An individual shall select a temporary prohibition period of 72 hours, one week, two weeks, 
three weeks, or four weeks.  

 
(2) An individual may elect to renew the temporary prohibition at any time by informing the 
Sports Wagering Operator of the individual’s desire to renew the temporary prohibition period.  
There shall be no limitations regarding the number of times an individual is permitted to renew the 
temporary prohibition period.   
 
(3) 24 hours prior to the expiration of the 72-hour or one-week temporary prohibition period, 
or 72 hours prior to the expiration of the two-week, three-week or four-week, temporary 
prohibition period, the Sports Wagering Operator shall notify the individual when the temporary 
prohibition will expire.  The notification shall also provide the individual instructions on how to 
renew the temporary prohibition, and how to apply to have the individual’s name placed on the 
voluntary self-exclusion list in accordance with 205 CMR 233.02(2).   
 
(4) Upon conclusion of the temporary prohibition, the Sports Wagering Operator shall notify 
the individual that the temporary prohibition has concluded.  The Sports Wagering Operator shall 
not accept Wagers from the individual until the individual has acknowledged the notification of 
the conclusion of the temporary prohibition.  The notification shall provide the individual 
instructions on how to renew the temporary prohibition period, and how to apply to have the 
individual’s name placed on the voluntary self-exclusion list in accordance with 205 CMR 
233.02(2).   

 
254.04: Responsibilities of the Sports Wagering Operator  
 

A Sports Wagering Operator shall have the same responsibilities relative to the administration of 
the temporary prohibition from Sports Wagering program as gaming licensees and Sports 
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Wagering Operators have relative to the administration of the voluntary self-exclusion list pursuant 
to 205 CMR 133.06(3)-(6) and 7(b) and 205 CMR 233.06(4)-(8), respectively, including the 
obligation to submit a written policy for compliance with 205 CMR 254.00.  Individuals who 
designate themselves to the Sports Wagering Operator as temporarily prohibited from Sports 
Wagering shall have the same rights as those provided under 205 CMR 133.06(7)(b).  A Sports 
Wagering Operator shall also not accept any Sports Wager from an individual who designates 
themselves to the Sports Wagering Operator as temporarily prohibited from placing a Wager on 
the Sports Wagering Platform.  

 
254.05:  Sanctions Against a Sports Wagering Operator  
 

(1) Grounds for Action.  A Sports Wagering Operator license may be conditioned, suspended, 
or revoked, or a Sports Wagering Operator assessed a civil administrative penalty if it is 
determined that a Sports Wagering Operator has:  

 
(a) knowingly or recklessly failed to carry out the Sports Wagering Operator’s 

responsibilities as set forth in 205 CMR 254.04.  Provided, it shall not be deemed 
a knowing or reckless failure if an individual designated to the Sports Wagering 
Operator as temporarily prohibited from Sports Wagering shielded the individual’s 
identity or otherwise attempted to avoid identification while present on the Sports 
Wagering Platform; or 
 

(b)  failed to abide by any provision of 205 CMR 254.00 or a Sports Wagering 
Operator’s approved written policy for compliance with the temporary prohibition 
from Sports Wagering program pursuant to 205 CMR 254.00.  Provided, a Sports 
Wagering Operator shall be deemed to have marketed to an individual designated 
to the Sports Wagering Operator as temporarily prohibited from Sports Wagering 
only if marketing materials are sent directly to an address, email address, telephone 
number, or other contact identified by individuals on their designation form. 

 
(2) Finding and Decision.  If the bureau finds that a Sports Wagering Operator has violated a 

provision of 205 CMR 254.04(1), it may issue a decision or notice in accordance with 205 
CMR 133.07(2).   

 
(3) Civil Administrative Penalties.  The Commission may assess a civil administrative penalty 

on a Sports Wagering Operator in accordance with M.G.L. c. 23N, § 16 for a violation of 
205 CMR 254.04(1).   

 
(4)  Review of Decision. A recommendation that a Sports Wagering Operator license be 

suspended or revoked shall proceed in accordance with the procedures set out in 205 CMR 
133.07(4).   

 
254.06:  Collection of Debts 
 

Nothing in 205 CMR 254.00 shall be construed to prohibit a Sports Wagering Operator from 
seeking payment of a debt from an individual who is designated to the Sports Wagering Operator 
as temporarily prohibited from Sports Wagering, but who violates the terms of the temporary 
prohibition.   
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REGULATORY AUTHORITY   

M.G.L. 23N, § 4(d)2 
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